chapter XII
The Ten-Year School
I have headed this chapter " The Ten-Year School," not because
the ten-year school is universal, but because I am trying to
make this book on Soviet education up to date for as long as
possible—not an easy task when one has regard to the con-
tinuous change in detail and in application of principle, and to
the rapid development that is one of the outstanding charac-
teristics of Soviet life. It is hoped that by the end of 1937 every
school in the towns and industrial settlements will be a ten-
year school. Again let me remind the reader who may be a
visitor to the TJ.S.S.R. not to be misled by the continual emphasis
on the word " factory " in connection with the school which he
is likely to hear. It is important to remember that by " worker "
the Soviet has in mind a highly cultured citizen, highly skilled
technically and able to turn his hand to anything. It should
also be realised that every citizen will in the U.S.S.R. answer
to the term " worker*55
I intend here to describe the methods, regime, and conditions
in the best schools. It stands to reason that a considerable
number of schools in remote districts will not come up to this
standard. There are still numbers of schools badly organised,
badly equipped, suffering from unsuitable building and lack of
apparatus, and staffed with unqualified teachers. All these
defects are observed and reported upon by the research workers
and inspectors sent out periodically by different educational
institutes. The Press, too, sends out its correspondents to report
upon schools, and much publicity is given to shortcomings.
Everyone is concerned with the improvement of schools, and
this improvement is being carried out as fast as conditions
permit* Educational grants increase every year.1 The only
obstacles in the way of raising all schools to the same high level
1 See expeaditee table.

